HMS Owen (A311)
Original build order placed with Hall Russell at Aberdeen on 2nd May 1943 for an Antisubmarine Frigate to be named HMS LOCH MUICK . Laid down on 30th September 1944 but
the name was changed in 1944 and the ship was launched as HMS THURSO BAY as the ship
build specification had been changed to suit use as an Anti-aircraft Frigate. With the Second
World War coming to a conclusion the contract was suspended and the ship was laid-up in
the build yard pending a decision on future requirements.
In September 1947 it was announced that she was to be completed for use as a Survey Ship
by HM Dockyard Chatham as part of the 1947/48 Build Programme. After tow to Chatham
conversion work began early in 1948 and on 15th September 1947 she was re-named HMS
OWEN. Build was completed on 23rd September 1949.
In common with the other four Ex LOCH Class frigate hulls converted into survey ships the
name chosen was that of a notable British hydrographer. William Fitzwilliam Owen (1775 1858) who began his survey work after active service including The Battle of the Glorious
First of June in 1794. He is particularly known for his surveys in both Canadian and West
African waters.
OWEN spent most of her service in the Persian Gulf and Indian Ocean, but her greatest
contributions may have been made in the Antarctic Area in 1961.

HMS Owen

7th Commission May 1960 to July 1962

Start of Commission
under Commander
G P D Hall, DSC :
16 May 1960 (at
Gibraltar)
Return to Devonport:
June 1961
After a period of
refitting HMS Owen
proceeded to the
Indian Ocean via the
Suez Canal

HMS Owen
Letter sent from an Ordinary Seaman on
HMS Owen to Foyles bookshop in Charing
Cross Road, London.
There are no contents remaining with the
envelope and no date is recorded to
indicate when the item was sent or
received.
However the 2½d “Wilding” stamp would
indicate the correspondence was sent
sometime between December 1952
(when the stamp was first issued) and 30
September 1957, which was when the
rate (for items up to 2oz) was in force.
The envelope is therefore too early to
have been sent on the deployment that
took in a call to South Georgia.

HMS Owen
An Envelope again addressed to Foyles
Bookshop in the Charing Cross Road.
While the Abel Seaman has quoted his
name and the vessel on the reverse
there is no date to indicate when the
item was posted or received.
The 3d “Wilding” stamp however
indicates the envelope was sent
sometime between 1 October 1957 and
16 May 1965, when the stamp paid
postage for letter post up to 1oz.
This envelope could have been posted
on the deployment to South Georgia but
HMS Owen was finally paid off on 14
October 1965, so the correspondence
could equally have been sent on any
voyage from October 1957 to May 1965.

HMS Owen
At the Brazilian port of Recife
HMS Owen picked up a Brazilian
Naval Liaison Officer and made
for Rio de Janeiro via the
Trindade
and
Martin
Vaz
Archipelago.
The group of five rocky islands
and several rocks and stacks have
a total land area of (approx) 4 sq
miles. They lie around 680 miles
of the east coast of Brazil and
have a volcanic origin.
Martin Vaz Island is seldom
visited because of its small size
and rocky shoreline, however a
party from HMS Owen made it
ashore, a sketch survey was made
and depth soundings taken.
Shown here: An official Admiralty
Photograph showing HMS Owen
off Martin Vaz island (the photo
appears from markings on the
reverse to be ex-Daily Telegraph
archive)

HMS Owen
A black and white postcard showing the
fountains in Paris Square at night in Rio de
Janeiro published by Foto Postal Colombo.

The undated postcard has been sent
to Housewives Choice, a popular
record request show broadcast in the
morning on the BBC Light programme
between 1946 and 1967.
The writer of the card L.M.(E). Mike
Taylor indicates he is serving on HMS
Owen. Early December 1960 was the
only time the Ship visited Rio.

HMS Owen

HMS Owen arrived at Tristan da Cunha on
4 January 1961 in transit to Simonstown
base in South Africa for repairs to one of
the ships boilers.
Above left: A postcard showing the
settlement of Edinburgh on Tristan da
Cunha. Above: An extract from Robin
Taylor’s monograph listing ships that
visited Tristan between 1901 and 2008.
Left: A cover addressed to Quedlinburg
(then part of East Germany) postmarked
5 JA 61 the date of departure of HMS
Owen.

HMS Owen
HMS Owen left Simonstown after repairs
had been effected to one of her boilers. The
next leg of her journey took the vessel via
the South African Survey Base at Gough
Island where the ship’s Doctor re-joined the
ship, and onto South Georgia where
scientific and mapping work was
undertaken in February and March 1961.
Tasks included recovering an advanced
party from Owen taken to South Georgia on
HMS Protector, and establishing Duncan
Carse at Undine South Harbour for his solo
expedition to explore that area of the
island.
Left Top: An envelope bearing a 2½d
Falkland Islands Dependency stamp paying
the British Commonwealth surface letter
rate to Portsmouth, England. The stamp is
cancelled South Georgia 20 FE 61, the
reverse has a Commanding Officer, H.M.S.
“Owen” cachet dated 13 Feb 1961.
Left Bottom: Two of the four stamps issued
by South Georgia on 26 September 2005 to
Commemorate Duncan Carse 1913-2004.

